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Power Trip
The Epilogue
Biteback Publishing *The Explosive New Chapters* The long-awaited epilogue to what's been hailed as the must-read
political book of the year by commentators on all sides of the great divide. In addition to material covering the phonehacking scandal previously excluded for legal reasons, in these ﬁnal three chapters of Power Trip Damian McBride
details the aftermath of the book's publication and outlines his shocking predictions for the future of the Labour Party,
politics and the economy with characteristic insight and comic ﬂair.

The Color of Water
Penguin From the bestselling author of Deacon King Kong and the National Book Award-winning The Good Lord Bird:
The modern classic that spent more than two years on The New York Times bestseller list and that Oprah.com calls one
of the best memoirs of a generation. Who is Ruth McBride Jordan? A self-declared "light-skinned" woman evasive about
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her ethnicity, yet steadfast in her love for her twelve black children. James McBride, journalist, musician, and son,
explores his mother's past, as well as his own upbringing and heritage, in a poignant and powerful debut, The Color Of
Water: A Black Man's Tribute to His White Mother. The son of a black minister and a woman who would not admit she
was white, James McBride grew up in "orchestrated chaos" with his eleven siblings in the poor, all-black projects of Red
Hook, Brooklyn. "Mommy," a ﬁercely protective woman with "dark eyes full of pep and ﬁre," herded her brood to
Manhattan's free cultural events, sent them oﬀ on buses to the best (and mainly Jewish) schools, demanded good
grades, and commanded respect. As a young man, McBride saw his mother as a source of embarrassment, worry, and
confusion—and reached thirty before he began to discover the truth about her early life and long-buried pain. In The
Color of Water, McBride retraces his mother's footsteps and, through her searing and spirited voice, recreates her
remarkable story. The daughter of a failed itinerant Orthodox rabbi, she was born Rachel Shilsky (actually Ruchel
Dwara Zylska) in Poland on April 1, 1921. Fleeing pogroms, her family emigrated to America and ultimately settled in
Suﬀolk, Virginia, a small town where anti-Semitism and racial tensions ran high. With candor and immediacy, Ruth
describes her parents' loveless marriage; her fragile, handicapped mother; her cruel, sexually-abusive father; and the
rest of the family and life she abandoned. At seventeen, after ﬂeeing Virginia and settling in New York City, Ruth
married a black minister and founded the all- black New Brown Memorial Baptist Church in her Red Hook living room.
"God is the color of water," Ruth McBride taught her children, ﬁrmly convinced that life's blessings and life's values
transcend race. Twice widowed, and continually confronting overwhelming adversity and racism, Ruth's determination,
drive and discipline saw her dozen children through college—and most through graduate school. At age 65, she herself
received a degree in social work from Temple University. Interspersed throughout his mother's compelling narrative,
McBride shares candid recollections of his own experiences as a mixed-race child of poverty, his ﬂirtations with drugs
and violence, and his eventual self- realization and professional success. The Color of Water touches readers of all
colors as a vivid portrait of growing up, a haunting meditation on race and identity, and a lyrical valentine to a mother
from her son.

McBride's Magazine
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Engaging Boys in Active Literacy
Evidence and Practice
Cambridge University Press Provides strong research analysis alongside eﬀective instructional approaches to
increasing boys' literacy skills and motivation.

Strange Hotel
A Novel
Farrar, Straus and Giroux From Eimear McBride, author of the award-winning A Girl Is a Half-formed Thing, comes the
beguiling travelogue of a woman in exile: from her past, her ghosts, and herself. A nameless woman enters a hotel
room. She’s been here once before. In the years since, the room hasn’t changed, but she has. Forever caught between
check-in and check-out, she will go on to occupy other hotel rooms. From Avignon to Oslo, Auckland to Austin, each is
as anonymous as the last but bound by rules of her choosing. There, amid the detritus of her travels, the matchbooks,
cigarettes, keys and room-service wine, she negotiates with her memories, with the men she sometimes meets, with
the clichés invented to aggravate middle-aged women, with those she has lost or left behind--and with what it might
mean to return home. Urgent and immersive, ﬁlled with black humour and desire, McBride’s Strange Hotel is a novel of
enduring emotional force.

The Remarkable Farkle McBride
Simon and Schuster In his ﬁrst book, actor and musician John Lithgow introduces a memorable character, a ﬁckle yet
lovable child prodigy who brings the sounds and rhythms of an orchestra to sprawling visual life. With a double
gatefold showing the entire orchestra, this is the ultimate book for the music lover in all of us.
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Women of the Dawn
U of Nebraska Press Women of the Dawn tells the stories of four remarkable Wabanaki Indian women who lived in
northeast America during the four centuries that devastated their traditional world. Their courageous responses to
tragedies brought on by European contact make up the heart of the book. The narrative begins with Molly Mathilde
(1665-1717), a mother, a peacemaker, and the daughter of a famous chief. Born in the mid-1600s, when Wabanakis
ﬁrst experienced the full eﬀects of colonial warfare, disease, and displacement, she provided a vital link for her people
through her marriage to the French baron of St. Castin. The sage continues with the shrewd and legendary healer
Molly Ockett (1740-1816) and the reputed witchwoman Molly Molasses (1775-1867). The ﬁnal chapter belongs to Molly
Dellis Nelson (1903-1977) (known as Spotted Elk), a celebrated performer on European stages who lived to see the
dawn of Wabanaki cultural renewal in the modern era.

Ladies First
How To Eﬀectively Love Your Lady
Independently Published If a man truly loves a woman and wants to marry her eventually, it always begins with a
passionate pursuit. With butterﬂies in his stomach over the course of time, he chases her down until she caves and
becomes completely vulnerable to him. The problem is that once he has captured her, the chase often ends. He stops
seeking. This is incredibly frustrating for women.In Ladies First, author, pastor, and highly sought-after relationship
therapist Shawn McBride shares eight practical, lifechanging, and action-packed principles and explains in detail what
it looks like for a man to continue to passionately pursue and eﬀectively love a woman throughout a lifetime. Finally, a
man can understand how to love her!Shawn M. McBride is an ordained pastoral counselor and highly regarded
relationship and marriage therapist from Washington DC, serving dating couples, engaged couples, and married
couples for over 20 years. He believes that every couple, no matter what issues they are currently facing, has H.O.P.E
and that every romantic relationship can improve over time when there is a commitment from both persons to put in
the necessary work.
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Five-Carat Soul
Penguin One of The New York Times' 100 Notable Books of 2017 “A pinball machine zinging with sharp dialogue,
breathtaking plot twists and naughty humor... McBride at his brave and joyous best.” —New York Times Book Review
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Good Lord Bird, winner of the 2013 National Book Award for
Fiction, Deacon King Kong, and Kill 'Em and Leave, a James Brown biography. The stories in Five-Carat Soul—none of
them ever published before—spring from the place where identity, humanity, and history converge. They’re funny and
poignant, insightful and unpredictable, imaginative and authentic—all told with McBride’s unrivaled storytelling skill
and meticulous eye for character and detail. McBride explores the ways we learn from the world and the people around
us. An antiques dealer discovers that a legendary toy commissioned by Civil War General Robert E. Lee now sits in the
home of a black minister in Queens. Five strangers ﬁnd themselves thrown together and face unexpected judgment. An
American president draws inspiration from a conversation he overhears in a stable. And members of The Five-Carat
Soul Bottom Bone Band recount stories from their own messy and hilarious lives. As McBride did in his National Book
award-winning The Good Lord Bird and his bestselling The Color of Water, he writes with humor and insight about how
we struggle to understand who we are in a world we don’t fully comprehend. The result is a surprising, perceptive, and
evocative collection of stories that is also a moving exploration of our human condition.

The Transition Tightrope
Supporting Students in Transition to Secondary School
Routledge The transition phase from primary to secondary school is a time of massive personal, physical, psychological
and social change. Not only is it a diﬃcult time for the young adolescent, but it is also a challenging time for parents,
teachers and anyone working with young people experiencing such substantial changes in their lives. In this highly
accessible book, Angie Wilcock oﬀers clear, practical, and realistic tips and strategies to support teachers’ and
parents’ understanding of this diﬃcult transition stage. If you are concerned that your child or pupil may have
diﬃculty coping with the many changes and challenges associated with this phase, this book will give you insight into
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issues such as: understanding the developing teen and eﬀective ways to handle them keeping up with multiple
assignments creating a system of organisation and an eﬀective work space at home maintaining a healthy balance
between work, play...and sleep developing a positive attitude to school and study setting realistic goals making new
friends establishing life skills which are transferable to school. Based on real-life teaching and parenting experience
and full of practical, helpful case studies, this is just the resource you need to help you support and guide your
developing teen.

We Are Called to Rise
Simon and Schuster An accessible, beautifully crafted and heartbreakingly topical novel about PTSI and the unseen
eﬀects of global conﬂict on ordinary lives. Beyond the bright lights and casinos lies the real Las Vegas, a forces town.
In the predawn hours, a woman's marriage crumbles with a single confession. Across the city, Bashkim, the young son
of an immigrant family, observes how they are struggling to get by in the land of opportunity. Three thousand miles
away on the other side of the United States, a soldier, recently returned from active service in Iraq, wakes up in
hospital with the feeling he's done something awful. In Laura McBride's heartbreaking and authentic novel, these
disparate lives are brought together by one split-second choice; this is a story about families, the ones we are born to
and the ones we choose to make. Faced with seemingly insurmountable loss, each person must decide whether to give
in to despair, or to ﬁnd the courage and resilience to rise. 'A powerful story of the way in which war detonates far from
battleﬁelds, exploding lives in a single irrevocable moment. We Are Called to Risereverberated long after I'd put it
down. I can't stop thinking about it' Sarah Blake, The Postmistress 'A haunting and unforgettable debut' Marie Claire
'Compelling, emotional and heart-breaking' Sun 'Packs a raw, emotional power' Sunday Mirror 'Like Donna Tartt's… The
Goldﬁnch, it strips a layer of gloss oﬀ the Las Vegas myth by moving to the families populating suburbia' Grazia

Me (Moth)
Feiwel & Friends A debut YA novel-in-verse by Amber McBride, Me (Moth) is about a teen girl who is grieving the
deaths of her family, and a teen boy who crosses her path. Moth has lost her family in an accident. Though she lives
with her aunt, she feels alone and uprooted. Until she meets Sani, a boy who is also searching for his roots. If he
knows more about where he comes from, maybe he’ll be able to understand his ongoing depression. And if Moth can
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help him feel grounded, then perhaps she too will discover the history she carries in her bones. Moth and Sani take a
road trip that has them chasing ghosts and searching for ancestors. The way each moves forward is surprising,
powerful, and unforgettable. Here is an exquisite and uplifting novel about identity, ﬁrst love, and the ways that our
memories and our roots steer us through the universe.

Will I Ever be Good Enough?
Healing the Daughters of Narcissistic Mothers
Simon and Schuster A resource for daughters of mothers with narcissistic personality disorder explains how to manage
feelings of inadequacy and abandonment in the face of inappropriate maternal expectations and conditional love, in a
step-by-step guide that shares recommendations for creating a personalized program for self-protection and recovery.
50,000 ﬁrst printing.

Show Me!
A Picture Book of Sex for Children and Parents
St Martins Press Explicit photographs with candid captions are designed to help open-minded people reevaluate their
sexual attitudes and teach their children about physical maturity and needs

One Moment
Simon and Schuster This was supposed to be the best summer of Maggie’s life. Now it’s the one she’d do anything to
forget.Maggie Reynolds remembers hanging out at the gorge with her closest friends after a blowout party the night
before. She remembers climbing the trail hand in hand with her perfect boyfriend, Joey. She remembers that last kiss,
soft, lingering, and meant to reassure her. So why can't she remember what happened in the moment before they were
supposed to dive? Why was she left cowering at the top of the cliﬀ, while Joey ﬂoated in the water below?dead?As
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Maggie's memories return in snatches, nothing seems to make sense. Why was Joey acting so strangely at the party?
Where did he go after taking her home? And if Joey was keeping these secrets, what else was he hiding?McBride
delivers a novel of secrets that packs an emotional punch, perfect for fans of Sara Zarr and Gayle Forman.

Song Yet Sung
Penguin A tale set against a backdrop of slave rights conﬂicts in the nineteenth-century Chesapeake Bay region ﬁnds
young runaway Liz Spocott inadvertently inspiring a slave breakout from the attic prison of a notorious slave thief who
vengefully calls slave catcher Denwood Long out of retirement. 100,000 ﬁrst printing.

Song Yet Sung
Hachette UK In the tense days before the American Civil War, in the swamplands of the Maryland shore, a wounded
slave girl and her visions of the future tear a community apart in a riveting drama of hope and redemption.
Kidnappings, gunﬁghts and chases ensue in this extraordinary story of violence, tragic triumph, and unexpected
kindness.

Secrets of the Teenage Brain
Research-Based Strategies for Reaching and Teaching
Today's Adolescents
Simon and Schuster Teenagers can be mystifying to educators and parents. They exhibit a daunting array of dangerous
tendencies and characteristics: emotional swings, forgetfulness, and fondness of risk-taking. What are teens thinking?
What’s the best way to reach them? The revised and expanded edition of this hands-on guide helps unlock these
secrets by explaining the biological and neurological changes happening in the teenage brain. Educators can use these
insights developed from current research to help students achieve their full potential both in and out of the classroom.
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Organized around speciﬁc areas of adolescent development, Secrets of the Teenage Brain is packed with fresh
instructional strategies that teachers can modify and adapt to various contexts. In addition to presenting the latest
facts and research ﬁndings, this guide oﬀers: · “Secrets Revealed” sections that present compelling stories and
research about the growing adolescent brain · Straightforward demystiﬁcation on the diﬀerences between girls’ and
boys’ brains · Insights into the eﬀects of technology on the brain · Strategies for approaching such issues as ADHD,
steroid use, and aggression · An educator’s book club guide, with discussion questions Enjoy reading and talking with
your colleagues about how to understand and tap into the secrets of the teenage brain!

Dear Enemy (EasyRead Large Bold Edition)
ReadHowYouWant.com Books for All Kinds of Readers. ReadHowYouWant oﬀers the widest selection of on-demand,
accessible format editions on the market today. Our 7 diﬀerent sizes of EasyRead are optimized by increasing the font
size and spacing between the words and the letters. We partner with leading publishers around the globe. Our goal is
to have accessible editions simultaneously released with publishers new books so that all readers can have access to
the books they want to read. To ﬁnd more books in your format visit www.readhowyouwant.com

Mothers, Daughters, and Body Image
Learning to Love Ourselves as We Are
Post Hill Press When women are told that what is important about us is how we look, it becomes increasingly diﬃcult
for us to feel comfortable with our appearance and how we feel about our bodies. We are told, over and over—if we
just lost weight, ﬁt into those old jeans, or into a new smaller pair—we will be happier and feel better about ourselves.
The truth is, so many women despise their appearance, weight, and shape, that experts who study women’s body
image now consider this feeling to be normal. But it does not have to be that way. It is possible for us as women to
love ourselves, our bodies, as we are. We need a new story about what it means to be a woman in this world. Based on
her original research, Hillary L McBride shares the true stories of young women, and their mothers, and provides
unique insights into how our relationships with our bodies are shaped by what we see around us and the speciﬁc
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things we can do to have healthier relationships with our appearance, and all the other parts of ourselves that make us
women. In Mothers, Daughters, and Body Image McBride tells her own story of recovery from an eating disorder, and
how her struggles led her to dream of a new vision for womanhood—from one without body shame, negative
comparisons, or insecurities, to one of freedom, connection, and acceptance.

The Process of Research in Psychology
SAGE Publications Using diverse examples from published research, the Third Edition of The Process of Research in
Psychology by Dawn M. McBride provides step-by-step coverage on how to design, conduct, and present a research
study. Early chapters introduce important concepts for developing research ideas while subsequent "nuts and bolts"
chapters provide more detailed coverage of topics and examine the types of research relevant to the ﬁeld. This logical
two-part structure creates an excellent foundation upon which students can build their knowledge of the entire
research process.

Miracle at St. Anna
Penguin From the New York Times bestselling author of The Good Lord Bird, winner of the 2013 National Book Award
for Fiction, and Deacon King Kong James McBride’s powerful memoir, The Color of Water, was a groundbreaking
literary phenomenon that transcended racial and religious boundaries, garnering unprecedented acclaim and topping
bestseller lists for more than two years. Now McBride turns his extraordinary gift for storytelling to ﬁction—in a
universal tale of courage and redemption inspired by a little-known historic event. In Miracle at St. Anna, toward the
end of World War II, four Buﬀalo Soldiers from the Army’s Negro 92nd Division ﬁnd themselves separated from their
unit and behind enemy lines. Risking their lives for a country in which they are treated with less respect than the
enemy they are ﬁghting, they discover humanity in the small Tuscan village of St. Anna di Stazzema—in the peasants
who shelter them, in the unspoken aﬀection of an orphaned child, in a newfound faith in fellow man. And even in the
face of unspeakable tragedy, they—and we—learn to see the small miracles of life. This acclaimed novel is now a major
motion picture directed by Spike Lee.
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An Introduction to the Solar System
Cambridge University Press Updated third edition introduces undergraduates to the Solar System's bodies, the
processes upon and within them, and their origins and evolution.

The Good Lord Bird
A Novel
Penguin Now a Showtime limited series starring Ethan Hawke and Daveed Diggs Winner of the National Book Award for
Fiction From the bestselling author of Deacon King Kong (an Oprah Book Club pick) and The Color of Water comes the
story of a young boy born a slave who joins John Brown’s antislavery crusade—and who must pass as a girl to survive.
Henry Shackleford is a young slave living in the Kansas Territory in 1856--a battleground between anti- and pro-slavery
forces--when legendary abolitionist John Brown arrives. When an argument between Brown and Henry's master turns
violent, Henry is forced to leave town--along with Brown, who believes Henry to be a girl and his good luck charm. Over
the ensuing months, Henry, whom Brown nicknames Little Onion, conceals his true identity to stay alive. Eventually
Brown sweeps him into the historic raid on Harpers Ferry in 1859--one of the great catalysts for the Civil War. An
absorbing mixture of history and imagination, and told with McBride's meticulous eye for detail and character, The
Good Lord Bird is both a rousing adventure and a moving exploration of identity and survival.

21st-Century Education and Careers
Options and Strategies
The Rosen Publishing Group, Inc Career advice for adolescent boys regarding are continually changing society and
what life is like beyond high school.
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The Hell I Can't!
Good and Cheap
Eat Well on $4/Day
Workman Publishing Company A perfect and irresistible idea: A cookbook ﬁlled with delicious, healthful recipes created
for everyone on a tight budget. While studying food policy as a master’s candidate at NYU, Leanne Brown asked a
simple yet critical question: How well can a person eat on the $4 a day given by SNAP, the U.S. government’s
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program informally known as food stamps? The answer is surprisingly well: Broiled
Tilapia with Lime, Spicy Pulled Pork, Green Chile and Cheddar Quesadillas, Vegetable Jambalaya, Beet and Chickpea
Salad—even desserts like Coconut Chocolate Cookies and Peach Coﬀee Cake. In addition to creating nutritious recipes
that maximize every ingredient and use economical cooking methods, Ms. Brown gives tips on shopping; on creating
pantry basics; on mastering certain staples—pizza dough, ﬂour tortillas—and saucy extras that make everything taste
better, like spice oil and tzatziki; and how to make fundamentally smart, healthful food choices. The idea for Good and
Cheap is already proving itself. The author launched a Kickstarter campaign to self-publish and fund the buy one/give
one model. Hundreds of thousands of viewers watched her video and donated $145,000, and national media are paying
attention. Even high-proﬁle chefs and food writers have taken note—like Mark Bittman, who retweeted the link to the
campaign; Francis Lam, who called it “Terriﬁc!”; and Michael Pollan, who cited it as a “cool kickstarter.” In the same
way that TOMS turned inexpensive, stylish shoes into a larger do-good movement, Good and Cheap is poised to
become a cookbook that every food lover with a conscience will embrace.

Tomorrow Will be Diﬀerent
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Love, Loss, and the Fight for Trans Equality
Three Rivers Press Before speaking at a national political convention about her experiences as a transgender person,
the author struggled with the decision to come out - not just to her family but to the students at her university, where
she was serving as student body president. She'd known she was a girl from her earliest memories, but it wasn't until
a Facebook post announcing her truth went viral that she realized the impact her story could have on the country. Four
years later, the author was one of the nation's most prominent transgender activists, walking the halls of the White
House, advocating inclusive legislation, and addressing the country in the midst of a heated presidential election. She
had also found her ﬁrst love and future husband, a trans man and fellow activist, who complemented her in every way
... until cancer tragically intervened. This book is the author's story of love and loss and an account of the LGBTQ
community's battle for equal rights.--adapted from dust jacket.

Heaven, My Home
Mulholland Books In this "captivating" crime novel (People), Texas Ranger Darren Mathews is on the hunt for a missing
child -- but it's the boy's family of white supremacists who are his real target. 9-year-old Levi King knew he should
have left for home sooner; now he's alone in the darkness of vast Caddo Lake, in a boat whose motor just died. A
sudden noise distracts him - and all goes dark. Darren Mathews is trying to emerge from another kind of darkness;
after the events of his previous investigation, his marriage is in a precarious state of re-building, and his career and
reputation lie in the hands of his mother, who's never exactly had his best interests at heart. Now she holds the key to
his freedom, and she's not above a little maternal blackmail to press her advantage. An unlikely possibility of rescue
arrives in the form of a case down Highway 59, in a small lakeside town where the local economy thrives on nostalgia
for ante-bellum Texas - and some of the era's racial attitudes still thrive as well. Levi's disappearance has links to
Darren's last case, and to a wealthy businesswoman, the boy's grandmother, who seems more concerned about the
fate of her business than that of her grandson. Darren has to battle centuries-old suspicions and prejudices, as well as
threats that have been reignited in the current political climate, as he races to ﬁnd the boy, and to save himself. A
Best Book of the Year New York TimesHouston ChronicleNPRWall Street JournalMilwaukee Journal-SentinelBook
PageFinancial TimesKirkusSheReadsSunday TimesLitHubGuardianBook RiotSouth Florida Sun SentinelLonglisted for
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the Orwell Political Fiction Book Prize

Father McBride's Teen Catechism
Based on the Catechism of the Catholic Church
Our Sunday Visitor (IN) Introduces the catechism of the Catholic Church to teenagers as a source for Catholic learning,
guide to morality, and spiritual tool.

We Are Called to Rise
A Novel
Simon and Schuster An immigrant youth struggling to assimilate, a middle-aged housewife with a troubled marriage, a
Vegas social worker and a wounded soldier connect with each other and rescue themselves in the wake of an
unthinkable incident. A ﬁrst novel.

Juvenile Oﬀenders and Mental Illness
I Know Why the Caged Bird Cries
Routledge Get the latest research on juvenile oﬀenders who have a mental illness Most youths in the juvenile justice
system who have one or more mental disorders do not receive proper treatment or education, nor do they serve
sentences appropriate for their crimes. Juvenile Oﬀenders and Mental Illness: I Know Why the Caged Bird Cries takes a
detailed look at the latest theories and empirically based information on the causal and recidivism problems youths
with mental disorders face in the juvenile justice system. Respected experts comprehensively discuss the range of
problems found in the assessment of mentally ill juvenile oﬀenders and oﬀer practical, eﬀective treatment solutions.
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Juvenile Oﬀenders and Mental Illness explains the cost-eﬀective methodologies and presents the latest data on
recidivism rates and occurrences of depression, Attention Deﬁcit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), and/or alcohol or
substance abuse disorder among delinquent adolescents. Research studies also include data gleaned from the
application of the Piers-Harris Children’s Self-Concept Scale, the Beck Hopelessness Scale, and other scales and
surveys on participants. Other topics include revealing data on the prevalence of lifetime use of Ecstasy (MDMA) and
its eﬀects; female shoplifting and its relationship to mental illness; incidence of trauma exposure in incarcerated
youth; and strategies to enhance the eﬀectiveness of interventions. The book includes helpful tables to clearly
illustrate empirical data and provides detailed references for each chapter. Juvenile Oﬀenders and Mental Illness
provides the freshest research and insightful discussion on: adolescent stalking depression ADHD alcohol/substance
abuse disorders Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) Ecstasy (MDMA) use and its association with symptoms of
anxiety or depression the impact of mental health treatment intensity on the emotional and behavioral problems of
youth in a treatment facility shoplifting by female teens behavioral problems and suicide-tendency in youths who have
been sexually abused or traumatized eﬀective prevention and the reduction of violence by at-risk adolescents Juvenile
Oﬀenders and Mental Illness: I Know Why the Caged Bird Cries provides vital research data and treatment options for
social workers, forensic psychologists, and those working in the juvenile justice system.

A Girl is a Half-Formed Thing
Adapted for the Stage
Faber & Faber Winner of numerous literary awards including the Baileys Women's Prize for Fiction, the Geoﬀrey Faber
Memorial Prize and the Goldsmiths Prize, Eimear McBride's debut novel A Girl is a Half-formed Thing plunges us into
the psyche of a girl with breathtaking fury and intimacy. 'Eimear McBride is a writer of remarkable power and
originality.' Times Literary Supplement 'An instant classic.' Guardian Adapted for the stage by Annie Ryan for The Corn
Exchange, Eimear McBride's A Girl is a Half-formed Thing premiered at the Dublin Theatre Festival 2014. 'Unﬂinching...
magniﬁcent... The narrative transposes eﬀortlessly to the stage, as if this is where it belongs.' Guardian 'One of the
best stage adaptations of a novel you're likely to see.' Sunday Times
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An American Childhood
Harper Collins "[An American Childhood] combines the child's sense of wonder with the adult's intelligence and is
written in some of the ﬁnest prose that exists in contemporary America. It is a special sort of memoir that is entirely
successful...This new book is [Annie Dillard's] best, a joyous ode to her own happy childhood." — Chicago Tribune A
book that instantly captured the hearts of readers across the country, An American Childhood is Pulitzer Prize-winning
author Annie Dillard's poignant, vivid memoir of growing up in Pittsburgh in the 1950s and 60s. Dedicated to her
parents - from whom she learned a love of language and the importance of following your deepest passions - this
narrative tale will resonate for everyone who has ever recalled with longing playing baseball on an endless summer
afternoon, caring for a pristine rock collection, or knowing in your heart that a book was written just for you.

Coming of Age
Aperture Monograph S Describes McBride's background as an artist, and gathers his portraits and nudes of boys
making the transition from child to adult

The Tension of Opposites
Carolrhoda Lab ® Two years ago Noelle disappeared. Two long years of no leads, no word, no body. Since the
abduction, Tessa, her best friend, has lived in a state of suspended animation. She has some friends but keeps them
distant. Some interests, but she won't allow herself to become passionate about them. And guys? She can't get
close—she knows what it is like to lose someone she really cared for. And then one day, the telephone rings. Noelle is
alive. And maybe, just maybe, Tess can start to live again too. A haunting psychological thriller taken straight from the
headlines, The Tension of Opposites is a striking debut that explores the emotional aftermath a kidnapping can have
on the victim and on the people she left behind.
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The Remarkable Farkle McBride
Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers

Cognitive Psychology
Theory, Process, and Methodology
SAGE Publications Cognitive Psychology: Theory, Process, and Methodology introduces readers to the main topics of
study in this exciting ﬁeld through an engaging presentation of how cognitive processes have been and continue to be
studied by researchers. Using a reader-friendly writing style and focusing on methodology, authors Dawn M. McBride
and J. Cooper Cutting cover such core content as perception, attention, memory, language, reasoning and problem
solving, and cognitive neuroscience. Updates to the Second Edition include a reorganization of long-term memory
topics to improve readability, revised pedagogical tools throughout, a refreshed visual program, and additional reallife examples to enhance understanding.

Media Bias
Finding It, Fixing It
McFarland In this book, scholars examine the many prevailing arguments about media bias from a non-polemical
perspective. Essays cover individual forms of bias, including ideology, politics, television, photography, religion,
abortion, homosexuality, gender, race, crime, environment, region, military, corporate ownership, labor and health.
Each essay introduces the topic, presents arguments for and against the speciﬁc bias, assesses the evidence for all
arguments, and includes a list of suggested readings. Two additional essays discuss the broader aspects of the bias
debate and give a personal perspective on reporting the controversial Israeli-Palestinian conﬂict. Instructors
considering this book for use in a course may request an examination copy here.
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On Violence and On Violence Against Women
Farrar, Straus and Giroux A blazingly insightful, provocative study of violence against women from the peerless
feminist critic. Why has violence, and especially violence against women, become so much more prominent and visible
across the world? To explore this question, Jacqueline Rose tracks the multiple forms of today’s violence – historic and
intimate, public and private – as they spread throughout our social fabric, oﬀering a new, provocative account of
violence in our time. From trans rights and #MeToo to the sexual harassment of migrant women, from the trial of
Oscar Pistorius to domestic violence in lockdown, from the writing of Roxanne Gay to Hisham Mitar and Han Kang, she
casts her net wide. What obscene pleasure in violence do so many male leaders of the Western world unleash in their
supporters? Is violence always gendered and if so, always in the same way? What is required of the human mind when
it grants itself permission to do violence? On Violence and On Violence Against Women is a timely and urgent agitation
against injustice, a challenge to radical feminism and a meaningful call to action.
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